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Convergence of Expected Improvement?

 Bull, (2011): is solved only for the noise-free setting

 Wang and de Freitas (2014). This is non-peer reviewed work. Their 
algorithm requires an additional optimization step to approximate 
the incumbent at each iteration which is computationally 
expensive. 

 Nguyen et al. (2017) proposed “weak" version of EI. Their algorithm 
does not converge! 

Converge of EI Algorithm in Gaussian Process Bandit Optimization 

in the noisy setting is an open problem 



Problem Setting

 Assumptions: to make the problem tractable, we assume that the 

objective function f(x) lies in a RKHS space. We also use Gaussian 

likelihood models for observations, and Gaussian process (GP) priors 

for uncertainty over functions f(x). 

 We note that we use GP is only an aid to algorithm design. The 

function f(x) is still a fixed, unknown, member of the RKHS space. This is 

a standard assumption used in many existing works (e.g., (Bull, 2011), 

(Agrawal and Goyal, 2013), (Wang and de Freitas, 2014), (Chowdhury 

et al., 2017)).

 There are many acquisition functions: UCB, Thompson sampling, PES, 

PI, EI, etc.. We here focus on the EI acquisition function.



Expected Improvement

 The noise in the evaluation of the incumbent causes it to be brittle. We use a 
standard choice of the incumbent is the best value of the GP mean function so 
far:

 We note that this incumbent is easy to compute.

 EI is written in closed form as

where   



Our Result

 With high probability, the cumulative regret of GP-EI algorithm is 

bounded by

 Our result shows that GP-EI converges! 

 GP-EI achieves same regret bound as existing GP-UCB and GP-

Thompson Sampling. 

 Especially, our proposed GP-EI does not require the knowledge of the 

RKHS norm and the measurement noise’s sub-Gaussianity parameter 

which are usually unknown in real applications.



Technique

 The main challenge: the incumbent does not have the 

monotonicity. We overcome this by combining the decreasing 

monotonicity of the variance function (Vivarelli, 1998) : 

 and concentration inequality in Bayesian optimization (Chowdhury 

et al., 2017): 



Improved-GP-EI Algorithm

 Improved-GP-EI algorithm improves the convergence rate of the 

GP-EI algorithm.

 Idea: The search space is partitioned into a set of hypercubes. On 

each hypercube, we use a particular Gaussian process, and a 

particular EI acquisition function.  

 Result: With high probability, the cumulative regret of Improved-GP-

EI (for Matern kernel) has the following rate:



Experimental Demonstration

 Benchmarks: compare our variants of GP-EI to  standard GP-EI and 

Π-GP-UCB (Janz et al. (2020)).

 Result: Improved-GP-EI outperforms benchmarks in various synthetic 

functions and one real-world application.


